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Abstract: Based on the background of Dayu culture, this project conducts practice 

and research on the environmental design of rural revitalization. Through the project 

research in Bengbu City and Jiangsu and Zhejiang regions, we will deeply understand 

the needs of rural revitalization environment creation, combine excellent cases on the 

ground, and conduct design exploration and thinking, so as to guide and implement 

in the rural revitalization strategy. This project aims at the "beautiful countryside" 

construction project to be built in Bengbu City, creates a more reasonable rural and 

beautiful living life through environmental design, and then practices the proposal and 

implementation of the rural revitalization strategy, making the countryside more 

beautiful, richer and stronger, and providing reference and reference for the current 

rural revitalization beautiful environment. 
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1. Introduction 

Dayu Cultural Industry Park has a planned total area of 55 square kilometers, starting 

from Bengbu South High-speed Railway Station in the east to Fengyang, directly 

joining Xuxu Expressway by Huangshan Road in the south, Huaihe River in the west, 

and directly connecting to Ningluo Expressway in the north across the Huaihe River. 

Relying on its location and resource advantages, Dayu Cultural Industry Park has 

revitalized cultural resources through market means, and created a number of highly 

distinctive cultural industry projects such as Flower Drum Lantern Carnival, Daming 

Cultural Park, and China Yubo Park. In addition to developing characteristic resources, 

Dayu Cultural Industry Park also seeks the wide integration of cultural industries and 

other fields, basically forming "five major integrations", that is, the integration of 

cultural industries with science and technology, tourism, finance, traditional culture 
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and core values, which influence and drive each other to promote the transformation 

and upgrading of Bengbu's cultural industry00.  

In recent years, Bengbu City has issued a series of documents to guide, support and 

regulate the development of cultural industry parks, and has provided policy support 

from finance, taxation, investment and financing, planning and land, business 

administration, talents and other aspects, set up a special fund for the development 

of cultural industries at the municipal level of 20 million yuan, and adopted a case-by-

case discussion to open up green channels for key cultural enterprises and major 

cultural projects. The total planned area of the park is 55 square kilometers, forming 

three agglomeration areas, namely: Zhanggong Lake (Zhanggongshan Scenic Area). 

It is the core cultural industry cluster area, with Longzi Lake as the core cultural 

industry cluster area, and the Shuangdun site as the core cultural industry cluster area. 

Despite this, Bengbu has not given full play to the great advantages of Dayu culture 

in the promotion and inheritance of rural culture, the condensation of cultural symbols 

lacks systematization and uniqueness, and its application research in rural landscapes 

is still in its infancy.  

 

2. The Contemporary Significance of Dayu Cultural Studies 

The improvement of the connotation and taste of a rural culture mainly lies in the 

improvement of rural culture and the inheritance and innovative application of regional 

cultural symbols. Although it is relatively long from the present, the influence and 

vitality of Dayu culture are still strong. The development of Dayu culture is of more 

practical significance today, and its rich connotation is an important source of the core 

values of today's socialism. The spiritual motivation of Dayu water control that is not 

afraid of natural difficulties, self-sacrificing for the people, and selflessness has always 

inspired people, and it is of great value to carry out research on Dayu culture in three 

aspects. 

(1) Historical and cultural values 

In the current context of multiculturalism, in order to improve the influence of the 

countryside, it is necessary to create a rich cultural connotation, and this cultural 

connotation is more dependent on the local local culture to achieve. Cultural values 

are created by people, and culture that can meet people's needs has cultural value. 

Dayu is a major historical event affecting the historical process of the Chinese nation, 

and Dayu's outstanding contributions have a far-reaching impact on the evolution and 

development of Chinese history. Dayu cultural symbols are not only intangible cultural 

heritage, but also precious cultural resources, which have high historical and cultural 

value for the study of today's social style and social transformation.  
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(2) The value of spiritual education 

The study of Dayu cultural symbols cannot ignore its spiritual education value, Dayu 

culture is an important spiritual resource of the Chinese people, and the Chinese 

humanistic spirit represented by the Dayu spirit has positive significance for the 

current society. To sum up, the spiritual education value of Dayu culture is mainly 

reflected in the dedication and hard struggle of public and selfless, worrying about the 

country and the people, the indomitable entrepreneurial spirit, the scientific spirit of 

respecting nature, and guiding according to the situation. Self-discipline spirit of self-

discipline with body and sound as law; Strict law and the spirit of the rule of law of 

fair law enforcement; National integration, the spirit of unity of the Kyushu family. The 

spirit of Dayu is not limited to Dayu alone, but condenses the common spiritual pursuit 

of generations of water conservancy people. It is the spiritual banner of water 

conservancy people and the cornerstone of the core spiritual value of the Chinese 

nation.  

(3) Landscape application value 

Landscape design, simply put, for example, using a person as a metaphor, architecture 

is the skeleton of the human body, municipal administration is the blood of the human 

body, and landscape is equivalent to the appearance of people. The first question that 

comes to mind when every landscape architect gets a project is how to make the 

landscape look good and practical, which is the opposite of architectural design and 

municipal administration. Landscape design, the first thing should think about is the 

meaning of life, a good landscape design work, first of all, to pay attention to nature, 

combine nature, respect nature, to achieve the sustainability and ecology of landscape 

design, is the principle and goal of design, save water land, emphasize the use of 

renewable energy, restore and protect the integrity and diversity of the local unique 

ecosystem, etc. will become a new design trend. Therefore, modern landscape design 

fully respects the interdependent system of ecosystems such as hydrology, climate, 

topography, soil, and vegetation, and pays attention to maintaining ecological balance 

and benign development. The Bible says, "God created all things to be good in every 

time." "As far as plants are concerned, the south has the characteristics of the south, 

the north has the characteristics of the north, and the difference between the north 

and the south just reflects the diversity of the world, so the landscape design should 

be rooted in the place where it is located." Humanistic care is related to the true 

belonging of our living environment. In the future design process, the concept of 

humanistic care must be integrated into the design and not just as a slogan. 

Humanistic care in landscape design can be divided into physiological humanistic care 

and psychological humanistic care, physiological humanistic care refers to the scale 

and color of specific landscape elements of landscape design works in line with 
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people's basic habits, psychological humanistic care refers to landscape design works 

to make people feel comfortable, safe, assured and friendly. Today's humanism, in 

addition to emphasizing the value of human beings, human dignity and the integrity 

of human personality, has added new connotations, that is, it is necessary to pay 

attention not only to oneself, but also to others, not only to the human environment, 

but also to the ecological environment of people, not only to the present of mankind, 

but also to the future of mankind. The production and dissemination of any culture 

depends on symbols, and the integration of cultural symbols into the rural landscape 

can not only fully explore the cultural and information value contained in the symbols 

themselves, but also provide new ideas and angles for landscape design, which is also 

the value of Dayu cultural symbols for rural landscape construction.  

Second, the application of Dayu cultural symbols in rural landscapes 

Through the sorting and analysis of Dayu cultural symbol resources, it is found that 

Bengbu City still has a very rich Dayu cultural heritage, but there are still many 

problems in the application of rural landscape, and Dayu cultural symbols have not 

been truly integrated into the rural landscape, and cannot highlight the spirit and 

temperament of the entire village.  

(1) Sorting out Dayu cultural symbols 

Bengbu City contains rich Dayu cultural resources, among which legends include Dayu 

water control, Taisang marriage, Yu marrying Tushan, three times through the door 

of the house without entering, Qimu fossils, splitting mountain Dahuai, Dayu cutting 

windproof, Yusuo Wuqi, etc., there are also many sites, such as Tushan Yu Palace, 

Qimu Stone, Anbang Stone, Dingguo Stone Taisang stone, Houren stone, Yuhui village, 

etc. At present, "Yuwang Temple Fair" and "Dayu Legend" have been included in the 

first batch of intangible cultural heritage of Bengbu City, and these rich stories, legends 

and sites constitute a huge "Dayu Cultural Symbol System" and are very precious 

regional cultural resources 

(2) Application of Dayu cultural symbols 

At present, there are 4  main landscapes with Dayu cultural symbols as the theme of 

Bengbu City, namely Huaihe Cultural Square, Dayu Cultural Square, Zhanggongshan 

Park, and Huaiyuan Dayu Cultural Park. Huaihe Cultural Square has a mound in the 

east and west areas, named Jingshan Court and Tushan Garden, which means 

Jingshan Mountain and Tushan, and on the mound of Jingshan Garden stands the 

sculpture of "Ancestor of Humanity", the symbol comes from the human face 

terracotta figurines excavated from the early Neolithic sites in the Huaihe River Basin 

about  7,000 years ago. On the mound of Tushan Yuan, five granite columns of varying 

heights are erected, carved with words and patterns reflecting the ancient history of 

the Huaihe River Valley, named "Huaxia Pillar". The term "Huaxia" actually refers to 
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"the prosperous Xia Hou tribe and the Xia Dynasty", which is closely related to the Xia 

Dynasty established by Dayu's son Qi. The walls of the science and technology library 

are inlaid with a large relief sculpture "Ode to Dayu", which comprehensively displays 

Dayu's great achievements in water control in the form of art. The boundary of Dayu 

Cultural Square is in the shape of a long triangle, which is also based on the theme of 

promoting and advocating the spirit of Dayu water control, and carries out landscape 

conceptual design and layout around the legend and story symbols of Dayu, of which 

the main landscape representing Dayu cultural symbols is Dayu sculpture, Dayu holds 

the god Shu who digs mountains and rivers in his right hand, wears a crown on his 

head, and commands with his left hand The gesture seems to be directing people to 

split the mountain and guide the way. The content of the relief square highlights 

"Yuhui Princes", "Dayu Cut the Wind", and "Three Houses" 

Door without entering" and other Dayu legend story symbols. There are two main 

landscapes in Zhanggongshan Park that express Dayu cultural symbols, one is the 

Yuting Wuyin Governing Country Cultural Square on Zhanggong Island, and a statue 

of Dayu is erected in the middle of the square, Dayu is standing in official uniform, 

holding Xuangui, surrounded by bells, drums, duo, bangs, and five stone carvings are 

set up, and two large relief walls are set up along both sides of the road on the west 

side of the square, showing the content of "changing Ze country into mulberry" and 

"ordering prohibition of alcohol". The other is the Huaihe Monument Gallery with the 

theme of eulogizing Yu Yonghuai. Huaiyuan Dayu Cultural Park is a modern rural park 

with the theme of Dayu culture, and the main landscape expressing Dayu cultural 

symbols is the six relief walls on the east and west sides of the central square of the 

park, and the content is expressed by cultural symbols such as "Yu Casting Nine Ding", 

"Yuhui Princes", "Splitting Mountains and Guiding Huai", "Three Passes Through the 

House Without Entering", "Tushan Marrying", "Hebo Offering Books" and other 

cultural symbols.  

(3) Interpretation of existing common problems 

Through field research and analysis, it is found that there are some common problems 

in the above landscape places with the theme of displaying Dayu cultural symbols, 

one is that the utilization rate of Dayu cultural symbols is low, and the legends and 

stories about Dayu culture are rich in content, but the themes selected in specific 

applications are somewhat repetitive and similar, and the performance content is 

somewhat monotonous compared with the existing rich cultural symbol resources, and 

some symbol resources with good meaning are either forgotten or idle. Second, the 

cultural atmosphere of the place is weak, the lack of the necessary interpretation 

system, the introduction text is very little in practical application, and the lack of 

detailed elaboration, making it difficult for people to fully understand the connotation 
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and cultural background of landscape symbols when viewing, such as the symbols 

carved on the Chinese pillars in the Huaihe Cultural Square, which have neither 

relevant background introduction nor explain the meaning of landscape design, 

making it difficult to understand The connotation and meaning it represents. Third, 

the form of expression is not rich enough, mainly the landscape form is mainly 

character sculpture, relief wall, often the volume is too large, lack of exquisite shape, 

vivid details of the landscape piece, the expression of cultural symbols is not rich 

enough, showing a simplistic, patterned, assimilation trend, landscape performance 

content is more concrete, lack of innovative forms that meet the aesthetic standards 

of the new era, it is difficult to attract the participation and interaction of viewers, but 

also easy to make people have visual aesthetic fatigue. There are also (1) loopholes 

in the implementation of the subsidy policy for benefiting farmers. The implementation 

of the land rights confirmation policy is not in place, and some land rights have not 

been confirmed and issued; The sharing of land acquisition information was not timely, 

and the basic data change procedures were not smooth, resulting in the wrong 

issuance of subsidy funds for benefiting farmers. (2) Lack of effective supervision of 

project construction. There are problems such as illegal contracts, rounding into zero 

to avoid bidding, illegal contracting projects, lack of management and protection, and 

poor operational performance in beautiful rural construction projects, "one case and 

one discussion" financial project, farmland water conservancy construction and 

maintenance. (3) The use of special funds is not standardized. Rural subsistence 

allowances and subsidies for the disabled have not been effectively supervised, and a 

small number of personnel have enjoyed policy subsidies in violation of regulations; 

The subsidy funds for some disadvantaged groups are used for welfare or work 

expenses in violation of regulations; The special funds for the resource utilization 

project of livestock and poultry breeding waste have been idle for a long time and 

have not brought into play benefits.  

Third, Dayu cultural symbol inheritance and innovation ways 

Due to the formation of Dayu culture for too long ago, and many events are mostly 

oral historical legends, people lack detailed and strong evidence in in-depth research, 

which also indirectly affects the breadth and depth of research on Dayu cultural 

symbols. In view of the many existing problems, it is urgent to carry out research and 

collation of Dayu cultural symbols, and explore its inheritance and innovation in the 

application of rural landscapes.  

(1) Innovation in inheritance concepts 

First of all, we must change traditional concepts and innovate the mode of thinking, 

Dayu cultural symbols have a high degree of cultural recognition in Bengbu, and the 

people are familiar with its stories and legends, and have a broad mass base, but this 
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is only limited to the abstract spiritual level. From the perspective of rural culture 

propaganda, compared with other villages with Yu culture as the main culture, the 

status and popularity of Dayu cultural symbols in Bengbu City are very low, so it is 

necessary to correctly treat the shortcomings in the study of Dayu cultural symbols, 

fully tap its special value in the new era of socialism, and activate the national and 

contemporary nature of Dayu culture. Secondly, it is necessary to recreate the modern 

value of Dayu culture, integrate cultural symbols into the rural landscape system, and 

show the guiding power of Dayu culture and contemporary spiritual value. The existing 

rural landscape of Bengbu City lacks landmark buildings and landscapes based on 

Dayu cultural symbols, and the practice of integrating regional cultural symbols with 

urban landscape design is not mature enough. Compared with other rural landscapes, 

iconic landscapes have the characteristics of high cultural recognition and deep 

impression, which is easier to highlight the characteristics of cultural space, create the 

spirit of the place, and meet people's behavioral psychological expectations. Finally, 

actively introduce and learn from the advanced and successful experience of other 

villages, such as Shaoxing City, Anyang City, etc. to establish Dayu cultural symbol 

system and landscape design concept. In terms of inheriting the unique connotation 

and spiritual and cultural driving force of Dayu culture, it is necessary to change the 

past only focusing on the part, ignoring the overall concept and old model, put Dayu 

culture at the level of the entire rural planning for comprehensive and systematic 

consideration, build iconic landscapes in important rural space nodes, and do not reuse 

a symbol when applying specific landscapes, but reduce its repetition rate as much as 

possible, increase its utilization rate, and constantly look for landscape design 

expressions that are suitable for the current era. It provides a broader development 

space for the application of Dayu cultural symbols.  

(2) Innovation of inheritance carriers 

The creation of cultural symbol landscapes can help a village return to a spiritual and 

material balance, and it is precisely because of culture that the village has a sense of 

belonging. In addition to words and language, the inheritance carrier of Dayu cultural 

symbols can also be passed on through landscapes, activities and other carriers. Rural 

landscape design should follow the requirements of artistic needs and cultural values, 

and the organic integration of Dayu cultural symbols and landscape has important 

cultural significance for the rural landscape environment. The specific form can be a 

vivid and lively character situation sculpture, or a flower bed, tree pool, gallery, seat, 

scenic wall, lamppost, signage and other facilities with exquisite and diverse shapes 

and integrated into Dayu cultural symbols, giving people a cordial and pleasant feeling, 

so that the mysterious Dayu cultural legend can enter people's daily life space. The 

design and display of Dayu cultural symbols in the form of situational sculptures is no 
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longer a simple historical narrative, but allows people to get close to and experience 

the charm of traditional culture, and makes regional culture continue in viewing, 

experiencing and learning. The unique landscape sketches should be consistent with 

the cultural theme when designing and creating, reflecting the spirit of the times and 

local characteristics, and highly summarize and condense the cultural symbols of Dayu 

to achieve both form and spirit. Practice has proved that landscape sketches with 

characteristics and certain meanings are more likely to become the focus of attention, 

attract people to participate in them, and highlight the profound cultural foundation 

of a village while creating a cultural landscape 

Implications. For example, the landscape sculpture "Dayu Yu" in Zhengzhou, Henan, 

the lower part of the sculpture is reinforced concrete and steel structure, and the rod 

of the Yu is forged from copper plate. The sculpture shape combines ancient 

agricultural tools with modern art treatment techniques, reflecting the long history 

and culture of farming, and expressing traditional cultural symbols with modern 

materials, giving people a cordial and novel visual experience. The types of activities 

are even more diverse, such as seminars on the theme of Dayu cultural research, 

sacrifice activities with the theme of commemorating Dayu, song and dance 

performances with the theme of praising the deeds of Dayu, and folk cultural activities 

held in combination with tourist attractions 

Dayu cultural symbols have been well inherited and publicized. 

(3) Innovation in the form of inheritance 

How to break through the existing bottleneck in the development of Dayu culture, in 

addition to the concept of inheritance and inheritance carrier, it also needs to innovate 

in the form of inheritance. At present, the phenomenon of Dayu cultural research fever 

is intensifying, whether it is the Yu cave, Yuling or Yu ruins ownership dispute, its 

essence is a kind of competition for Dayu cultural resources, and the emphasis is on 

the unlimited potential of cultural resources to a village. The key to the success of 

Dayu cultural symbols in rural landscapes lies in how to give new life to these excellent 

traditional cultural symbols, which have both rural regional cultural characteristics and 

modern innovative elements, both of which can highlight the sense of history and 

modernity of the countryside. At present, the application of Dayu cultural symbols 

shows a trend of simplification and patterning, and when creating landscapes, the 

complex and cumbersome cultural symbols can be abstracted and simplified by 

methods such as physical generalization and characteristic partial strengthening 

abstraction, and elements that meet modern aesthetic needs can be extracted, and 

modern fashion forms can be applied to landscape design. This formal innovation can 

penetrate into all the landscapes of the countryside, so that Dayu culture can truly 

enter people's lives, rather than just staying in books, specifically, from cumbersome 
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to simplified, from static to dynamic. Dayu culture itself has a unique charm, and the 

novel and unique form can shine this charm, and can also attract more people to 

participate in the inheritance of traditional culture. In view of this, the author believes 

that Bengbu City should take the planning and construction of the landscape of Yuhui 

Village National Archaeological Site Park as an opportunity to design, create and build 

a number of symbol forms based on Dayu cultural symbols that meet the aesthetic 

requirements of the new era, build the collective memory of contemporary people for 

traditional culture, let the Dayu spirit subtly penetrate into the people's concepts and 

behavioral activities, and ultimately achieve the goal of universal localization of Dayu 

cultural legends.  

 

3. Conclusion  

Dayu culture is the most outstanding regional culture that Bengbu should inherit and 

carry forward in the development of cultural industry and rural construction. For the 

"precious heritage" of Dayu culture, we should undoubtedly inherit and let it play a 

greater role in the construction and spiritual needs of today's rural landscape, and this 

inheritance must be through the way of human creative activities, and any kind of 

culture can only continue to continue in human creative activities and move towards 

new glory. Bengbu City has taken "Yufeng Virtue" as the theme of rural culture, and 

the excavation of ancient sites in Yuhui Village, the planning and construction of site 

parks, and the national Dayu Cultural Industry Demonstration Park have achieved 

phased results, which have provided vivid original materials for further research and 

development of Dayu cultural symbols. At present, the most important thing is to 

strengthen the publicity and research of Dayu cultural symbols, through in-depth 

excavation and display, constantly explore and innovate its inheritance carriers, 

expand its inheritance channels, comprehensively display the profound cultural 

accumulation of Bengbu City, rapidly enhance the cultural influence of the countryside, 

and at the same time, take into account other representative regional cultural symbols 

when creating a rural landscape with the theme of reflecting Dayu culture, and finally 

form a new pattern of a good rural cultural landscape with coordinated coexistence 

and harmonious development of multiple cultures.  
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